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ARIN Fee Consultation
●

ARIN’s fee schedule has always been based on the principle of equitable cost recovery
across our community through a stable and consistent fee schedule. In general, this means
that ARIN has avoided making routine changes to the fee schedule (for example, making
annual readjustments for changing costs) and instead has only made changes when
deemed necessary.

●

We are consulting with the community regarding changes to the ARIN Fee Schedule that
are intended for implementation in January of 2022.
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These proposed fee changes are:
●

Transitioning End Users from annual per-resource maintenance fees to the RSP (Registration
Services Plan) Fee Schedule

●

Transitioning Legacy resources holders from annual per-resource maintenance fees to the RSP
Fee Schedule while maintaining the annual cap of total maintenance fees (which will increase
$25 per year)

●

Providing a temporary IPv6 fee waiver for organizations in the 3X-small category that desire a
larger address block

●

Implementing a $100 fee for OrgCreate and OrgRecovery transactions

●

Increasing the Transfer processing fee to $500
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Why change ARIN’s fee schedule?
●

Allows us to recover costs on an equitable basis across our community (addresses a long-running
inequity that presently exists with customers receiving essentially the same services but paying
for them based on two very different fee schedules.)

●

We don’t change our fees each year and over time this naturally leads to a gap between revenue
and expenses that must be addressed from time to time

●

We have been extensively invested in improving ARIN’s services and operations

●

We also address several outstanding issues (ARIN’s fee strategy for legacy resource holders, the
community-requested IPv6 3x-small fee waiver, and better recovery of transfer costs)

●

We provide predictability on our fees going forward which makes it easier for customers to plan
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●

Please view the proposed 2020 fee schedule at https://www.arin.net/resources/fees/fee_schedule/2022_fee_schedule/

●

The consultation will remain open for 30 days, after which a summary will be provided to the
Board of Trustees for their consideration.

●

As usual, please provide comments to arin-consult@arin.net

Thanks!
Any
Questions?
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